RF Splitters, Couplers & Filters
AAS300

VHF-FM
The Par VHF-FM is designed to help scanner
listeners cope with interference from FM radio stations (88-108
MHz). The Par VHF-FM
is a 3 pole notch filter
designed to eliminate FM broadcast interference
especially on the VHF air and VHF low bands.
There is an adjustment at the base of the filter that
determines the frequency of the center notch. It is
factory preset to 98 MHz and normally does not
require user adjustment. The housing has a female BNC for input and a male BNC for output for
easy connection to most scanners. The bandpass
is 0 to 1000 MHz with a notch band from 88 to 108
MHz. Minimum stopband attenuation is 24 dB and
maximum stopband attenuation is 45 dB.
$
VHF-FM
Order #0098
67.95

BCST-HPF & BCST-LPF
The Par BCST-HPF
is designed to help
shortwave listeners
cope with interference from AM stations. This 7 pole elliptic high pass filter
passes 1.8 to 200
MHz and notches
out 0-1.7 MHz. The
housing has SO-239 jacks for input and output
and also has a toggle type bypass switch.
$
BCST-HPF
Order #4426
67.95
The Par BCST-LPF is designed to help long wave
DXers cope with interference from nearby AM
stations above 540 kHz. Stop band is 540 kHz to
300 MHz. The housing has SO-239 jacks for input
and output and has a bypass switch.
$
BCST-LPF
Order #1143
67.95

VHFTN152-158
The good news is that most new amateur 2 Meter
transceivers have wideband receive. The bad
news is that they are very susceptible to intermod
from other services transmitting in the range of
152 - 158 MHz . The Par VHFTN152 notches out
these frequencies while introducing only 0.3 dB
insertion loss in the 2 meter band. May be left inline for 2M/440 rigs too. Triple cavity design. SO239 in/out.
$
VHFTN152
Order #4294
84.98

UHFBP
The Par UHFBP is
a special bandpass
filter designed for
the military band
listener. It passes
225 to 400 MHz, and blocks other frequencies.
BNC female input and BNC female output.
$
UHFBP
Order #5029
78.95

VHFBP
The Par VHFBP
is a special bandpass filter designed for the air
band listener. It
passes 116 to 134
MHz, and blocks other frequencies. Unlike other
aerocom bandpass filters, the VHFBP not only
provides protection from VHF pagers, NOAA, 2
meter amateur signals etc, but also offers excellent attenuation of the FM broadcast band - the
primary offender of aerocom signals. BNC female
input and BNC male output.
$
VHFBP
Order #2978
78.95

The Bonito AAS300 RadioJet 3-way active RF
splitter is a great addition to your monitoring post.
It allows you to simultaneously share one antenna
with up to three receivers. Isolation is 70 dB.
Insertion loss is only 1.5 dB. The rear panel
features one BNC antenna input and three BNC
jacks for output to your receivers. This device is
powered from a USB power source (5 VDC at 50
mA). The USB power supply is not included, but a
well shielded USB cable is supplied.
$
AAS300
Order #6134
299.95

HPF2050
The Apex
R a d i o
HPF2050
high-pass
filter is a
useful tool
for the serious shortwave listener. It is designed to block offensive
signals below 2 MHz. It enables the receiver's
circuitry to better cope with strong interfering
signals that can leak into the shortwave band. The
HPF2050 provides additional selectivity to any
receiver's front-end by reducing a multitude of
unwanted strong signals from reaching and saturating the receiver's first mixer stage. The result is
less interference and improved reception. Has
BNC input and output jacks. <2 dB insertion loss.
Has a by-pass switch. 50 Ohm. For receive only!
$
HPF2050
Order #6471
88.98

ABF128
The AOR ABF128 is a
receive bandpass filter, designed for serious VHF airband listeners. The addition of
this filter to the antenna's signal path provides
additional selectivity which enables the receiver's
circuitry to better cope with strong interfering
signals that can leak into the 108-136 MHz VHF air
band. The ABF128 is not a preamp, but provides
additional selectivity to any receiver's front end by
reducing unwanted strong signals from reaching
the receiver's first mixer stage and thus significantly improves reception in many situations. Attenuation is typically 40 dB minimum below 87
MHz and 40 dB above 170 MHz. Insertion loss is
only 4 dB. A BNC female is fitted to the top of the
ABF128 and a BNC male plug to the other end. You
must remove the ABF128 when monitoring signals
other than VHF airband. 3 x .71 x .71" 2.2 oz.
$
ABF128
Order #0915
79.95

Universal Radio, Inc.
651-B Lakeview Plaza Blvd.
Worthington, Ohio 43085

35BNC-2
The Apex 35BNC-2 allows an easy and efficient
way to connect an external antenna to many of
today's portable shortwave receivers that have a
mini (3.5mm) antenna jack. This device also
provides surge suppression to help protect the
sensitive "front-ends" of portable radios. The
input jack is a BNC female.
$
35BNC-2
Order #5530
59.95
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